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MAKE 

IT HAPPEN.

MASTER INS T AGRAM
While ConvertKit's entire presence is being
rebranded, choose ONE platform to really
focus on and crush it. Use Instagram as a
driving force to hone an online authority.

PROVIDE VAL UE
Position Sarah as a resource and expert, drive
trustworthiness in her product through
communication and outreach.

LEVERAGE ADV E R TI SING
Track audience behavior from Blogger Series
landing page, Sarah's subscribers, and social
interaction to remarket with [Download Book]
call-to-action.

 
A THREE-PRONGED APPROACH
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BEFORE ANY SERIES PROMOTION

B UIL D TRUST FACTOR

The current lack of engaging content and
loyal fanbase will make any organic
promotion extremely difficult. Build an
emotional connection FIRST, before
pushing promotions.

O V E R HAU L INSTA GRAM

ConvertKit needs to completely overhaul
Instagram experience to compete with
competitors in the market. A cohesive,
visually-appealing feed, branded highlights,
and community interaction should be top
priority. 

DEVELOP C ONTE N T  STRA T EGY

An overall content strategy needs to be
developed  based on insights of what is working
best from each department. Areas to focus on:
brand personality,  investing time to design
branded graphics, cohesive marketing across all
channels (email, social, homepage banners etc.)

AUDIT E X ISTIN G CO NTEN T

Clean up any unkempt content and brand
each platform. Ex: The pinned post on
Facebook is a link with no preview image.
Create and populate Pinterest account, which
drives 33% more traffic than Facebook.

What Needs To Be Done
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REBRANDING EXAMPLE

BEFORE AFTER
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FAN SUBMITTED Q+A

Use IG questions button to solicit User
Generated Content that Sarah will answer via
Instagram Stories.
Always tag @xoSarahMorgan so she can repost
and leverage her own reach for cross-promotion

UTILIZE IGTV

Repurpose fan submitted Q+A's, advice,
tutorials, stories from Sarah with longer
format videos on IGTV. (Ideally using IGTV for
all Blogger Series and evergreen content, too) 

HIGHLIGHT STORIES

In addition to permanent stories, add individual
highlight stories with photos, polls, question stickers,
videos - all housed in her own IG highlight. Use her
headshot as the cover image. 
Repeat for all Blogger Series  participants.

COUNTDOWN PROMO

Use branded photo posts and stories for a 10 day
countown to Live feed with Sarah on IG and FB.
Leverage her 20,000 email subscribers to tune in
and submit topic ideas and questions.

DRIVE A CONNECTION ON INSTAGRAM
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REDDIT AMA

Potentially hold a conversation via r/marketing
subreddit with 201K members, an
r/digital_marketing subreddit with 41.5K
members, and an r/emailmarketing with 12.4K
members,

LIVE FB + IG FEED

The "Live" feature on Instagram and Facebook
provide a resource to connect with fans, share advice,
create a connection, and most important, save the
videos to REPURPOSE CONTENT.

TWITTER CHAT

Due to ConvertKit's relatively small Twitter
following, the designated chat hashtag will have
to be strong.
Invite ambassadors to join the chat to cross-
promote to their fans and reach

PROVIDE VALUE

NOT A SALES PITCH
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RETARGETING ADS

Create and segment custom audiences from those who
visited Sarah's Blogger Series site and/or FB + IG
interaction in last 7 days.
Retarget ads to warm leads (see above) with  Call to Action
to download book sample or other preferred action.

SARAH'S FANS

Cross promote from Sarah's page using her
website and Pixel data for targeted ads.
Upload Sarah's email list as a Custom audience.
Drive audiences to desired URLs.
Be attentive to audience overlay and keep ad
sets segmented.

PLACEMENTS

Keep placements to Facebook newsfeed, instagram
feed, and re-create with proper dimensions for
Instagram Story feed.

 

ADVERTISE FOR THE HARD SELL

AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

ACTION

No need for an elaborate funnel setup here! Keep
objectives clean. Easy copy & messaging that
matches landing page for optimal conversions.

KEEP IT SIMPLE! 
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EMAIL:

HensleyChelse@gmail.com

PHONE NU MBER

304-561-8567

MORE:

ChelseHensley.com
Linkedin.com/in/ChelseHensley

"Implementing this three-pronged
approach for future content series

promotion will result in expanded reach,
quality brand awareness and engagement,

and most importantly, 
more conversions and revenue."

CHELSE HENSLEY
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING SPECIALIST

LET'S CHAT!


